
December 2012  |  59 Weeks Until Marketplace Go-Live 

In This Edition: 

 Market Trials picks up the pace with 
Connectivity Test, TCR Market Trials 

 And now, live … the Model Change 
Submission Tool 

 Arkansas commission approves 
Marketplace participation applications 

Key Dates: 

 January 7-March 28, 2013: Market Trials 
Connectivity Test Execution. 

 January 14, 2013: TCR Market Trials Phase 
I begins. 

 February 1, 2013: Modeling freeze. 
 February 15, 2013: FERC Compliance Filing 

The latest from the Marketplace workstreams: Market Systems, Settlements, 
ICCP MIPOs; Settlements specs 

The Market Systems 
workstream has published 
version 2.0 of the Markets User 
Interface Business Rule 
Validations to its project 
folder; the updated version 
includes JOU combined 
resource option validations, 
updates to Operating Limits 
and Ramp Rate rules, and 
documentation improvements. 
Contact the Market Systems 
team with any questions. 

The Settlements workstream 
has updated its Member 
Impacting Project Overview 
(MIPO) with a revised timeline 
and next steps section. 
Settlements has also posted 
new technical specifications 
(APIs) and the new Bill 
Determinant; all documents 
are available in its project 
folder. Please direct any 
questions to the SPP Request 
Management System or the 
workstream distribution list. 

The ICCP workstream has 
published an updated ICCP 
Modeling and Validation 
MIPO in the ICCP project 
folder. Contact the 
workstream with any 
questions. 

Markets System has also 
posted a revised MIPO in its 
project folder, which includes 
an updated vendor release 
plan. Refer questions to the 
Market Systems team. 

Market Trials picks up pace with Connectivity Test, TCR Market Trials 

The hard work of tying together – and then testing – the Integrated Marketplace’s systems and 
applications picks up even more steam in January with two key milestones: Connectivity testing 
and TCR Market Trials. The former begins January 7, the latter January 14. 

The Connectivity Test is the first of five Market Trials sub-stages. The test validates the technical 
connectivity and firewall access between SPP production environments and Market Participants 
(MPs), including digital certificates, XML listeners, and firewall access. Essentially, the test will 
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determine whether MPs can send a signal to the Marketplace systems – and whether that signal is 

received – before it concludes March 28. 

The next sub-stage, Structured Testing, begins in June. 

MPs have been working since October to begin their Local Security Administrator (LSA) and 
User/Application Certificate setup, then exchanging with SPP notification certificates and their 
listener URLs.  

Meanwhile, the TCR (Transmission Congestion Rights) Market Trials’ Phase 1 begins January 14 
when MPs start verifying candidate Annual Revenue Rights (ARRs). The Change Working Group 
(CWG) voted to follow SPP’s recommendation and proceed with the TCR Market Trials during its 
December meeting. 

The ARRs will be allocated January 28-February 15 in three rounds, with a TCR auction scheduled 
February 19-28. Phase I is scheduled to complete April 22. TCRs can be used as a financial hedge 
against congestion, allowing MPs to reduce their potential exposure to market price fluctuation. 

The Market Trials team’s Market Trials Structured/Unstructured Test Market Participant Guide 
outlines the expectations of both MPs and SPP during this critical time frame. The document will 
be updated as needed; CWG members are providing feedback on the document through January. 

And now, live … the Model Change Submission Tool 

While Market Participants (MPs) and SPP test their Integrated Marketplace systems’ connectivity 
and begin TCR Market Trials, SPP also went live with its Model Change Submission Tool (MCST) 
January 7 after an autumn of testing efforts. 

The MCST accepts model information from external entities and feeds it into SPP’s Centralized 
Modeling Tool, automating much of the modeling process. The MCST will be the only mechanism 
to make reliability and commercial model changes for the Marketplace. Financial-only MPs will not 
use MCST. 
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A new MP modeling freeze begins February 1 for resource- or asset-owning MPs. MPs registering 
resources or assets and who want to participate in the Marketplace when it goes live in 2014 must 
submit their registration to SPP by Feb. 1, 2013. 

SPP is in the process of a FERC filing that proposes financial-only MPs (those without resources or 
assets) would submit registrations by June 1, 2013, and still be live in the Marketplace. Further 
details are included in Registration’s Member Impacting Project Overview in the team’s project 
folder. 

Arkansas Commission approves Marketplace participation applications 

The Arkansas Public Service Commission (APSC) issued an order December 10 approving 
applications by SWEPCO, OG&E, and Empire District Electric to participate in the Integrated 
Marketplace, finding their request to be in the public interest.  

The APSC’s unconditional approval relieves the utilities of their continuing obligations to track and 
report annually the costs and revenues related to SPP participation (as opposed to stand-alone 
operation). The APSC also relieved: 

 The obligation to file every three years for continued participation. 

 The obligation to report material variances in expected SPP costs and benefits. 

 The condition requiring each utility to retain physical transmission capacity rights, rather 
than substituting LMO financial-based transmission rights for native load. 

New on the Integrated Marketplace website: Q&A document, Readiness Center 

The Marketplace’s Q&A 
document has been 
updated with an additional 
68 questions and answers, 
and now numbers 467. 

The Marketplace 
program’s Readiness 
Center includes the latest 
iDashboard reports, 
milestone-progress 
update, spreadsheet, and 
the System Heat Map. 

More information is available 
through the following resources: 

 Integrated Marketplace on 
SPP.org 

 Marketplace Workstream 
Directory (PDF) 

 Integrated Marketplace 
Scorecard (PDF) 

 SPP Customer Relations 
(questions@SPP.org) 

 

SPP has asked FERC for rehearing on three items stemming from October 18 conditional 
acceptance of Integrated Marketplace. 

 Defer implementation of Order 755, compensation for Regulation Resources providing 
frequency response, for a year. 

 Defer implementation of Market-to-Market for a year. 

 Clarification of rules associated with external entities’ – particularly Reserve Sharing 
Groups – participation in Integrated Marketplace. 
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This message was sent by the SPP Integrated Marketplace Program. 

Please refer to the Integrated Marketplace Workstream Email Address List if you have questions or feedback on the 
content of this message. 

 

http://www.spp.org/publications/SPP_Communication%20Matrix_Workstreams%20(2).pdf

